
Ceiling Mount Fixtures

PORCELAIN
SINGLE PORT 
LF-003
UL listed

Details

INCLUDES: 
･ Assembled & UL listed ceiling fixture with custom cord lenght,  
   porcelain socket, and single port ceiling canopy.
･ Mounting hardware. 

WARNING: 
･ Maximum of 60W bulb (not included).
･ Indoor use only.
･ Professional installation recommended.
･ Max pull force is 8-10 lbs. 
･ Suitable for hardwiring to wall or ceiling.

ACCESSORIES: 
･ Compatible with our bulb cages.
･ Ideal for an exposed bulb look.
･ Compatible with incandescent, LED, CFL & all e26 bulbs.

MATERIALS: 
･ 18 gauge SVT-B braided cloth covered flexible 
   electrical wire with 3 conductors.
･ Porcelain grounded socket.
･ Plastic cable grip.
･ Round metal single port ceiling canopy / conversion kit 
   with built-in strain relief stem.
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You Chose 

                 We Build 

       
Choose canopy color.

                 Choose socket color. 
Choose the color cord & lengths. 

More colors available through 
our wire sold by the foot & DIY 
lighting parts sections.

* Due to various monitor 
settings and calibrations, 
colors may vary slightly 
from what you see.

Porcelain 
Socket
A. CORD GRIP: 3/8" tall.  

B. SOCKET: 
         Total length: 2-1/4"
         Neck length: 5/16"
         Diameter: 1-9/16"

Single Port 
Ceiling Canopy
C. 5” in diameter, 7/8” tall.

D. 3/4” tall.

Cord
E.  Cord length of 10 feet.

1/4" Cord diameter.

F. Cord may be cut & 
        hardwired to 
        desired length.
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Complete custom fixtures available. Contact us. 

colorcord.com︱info@colorcord.com︱800.409.1070
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DIMENSIONS: 

Colors - New colors added regularly
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